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i. Introductory
^ -TEGOTiABLE  instruments,   since  they represent   the
J\J medium by which the trade of the modern world is
frequent J^    i conducted and financed, are a fertile source of problems
conflicts tjiat can ^ gojvecj oniy by a reference to private international
law. A bill of exchange drawn in England may be accepted
in one foreign country, indorsed in another, and dishonoured
in yet another; a foreign bill, exhibiting variations from its
English counterpart, may circulate in the United Kingdom;
and a bill that has been the subject of a series of purely foreign
transactions may raise an issue in English litigation. Moreover,
the English law of negotiable instruments differs considerably
from that of other countries, and though there is no topic
Variations which more urgently requires a unification of the law through-
themidout ^e ^°rld this is a goal which has yet to be reached. It was
agreed by conventions made at Geneva in 1930: (a) to adopt a
uniform law for bills of exchange and promissory notes; ($) to
settle questions of private international law arising in connexion
with bills and notes; and (c) to unify the rules concerning stamp
duties.2 The United Kingdom, however, has adopted only the
last convention.3 What increases the difficulty of the present
inquiry is that the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, in a section
which is often ambiguous and at times unintelligible, has codi-
fied the law on certain matters.
Negotiable    A preliminary fact which should be appreciated, since it
instrument         i   •        , i	i       /*        *         <<•	/»*	****•	.
contains explains the rules for the choice of law adopted m England
senate    X On ^ topic reference shLOuld be made to Falcoubridge, op. cit, pp. 316
2 League of Nations Series II, C. 360, M. 151, 1930 II. For an article on
(3) see Dr. H. C. Gutteridge in The Journal of Comparative Legislation and
International Law i rvi. 53.
a There are two conventions, one relating to cheques, the other to bills of
exchan^ and promissory notes*

